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Adams' Portfolio
Released April 15

DAILY LOBO SPORTS
Brooks Currey, Editor

Cowhands Wanted ·.••

Intercollegiate Rodeo Set for· May
Men's campus organizations are
invited to participate in the UNM
national intercollegiate rodeo May
11 to 13 at the state Fair Grounds.
Chairmen of the rodeo, John
Daniel and Dick Thompson, said
entries would be talcen for threeman teams. One man will ride the
wild bronc and the other two will
handle guide ropes. As the rider
will have little control in the directing of his mount the ropes will
enable the entry to reach the
pylon, in this case a barrel, circle ·
it, and return to the starting
chute.
Those organizations interested
in entering such a contest should
get in touch ~ith either Thompso nor Daniels. Names can also be
left in the men's physical education office as Willis Barnes is faculty advisor for the group.
Girl.;; .are also scheduled to compete in the rough riding. A pair
of cloverleaf barrel races ana two
goat tyings are listed in the
women's open class.
Goat tying, said Daniel, is an
honored institution among collegiate cowgirls. Breaking from the
chute, the rider races ior a goat
tied to a track rail, flanks it and
ties up three legs. Only stipulation to winning the event is the
goat must not be able to get up
after being tied.
These girl events will be Thursda". Friday, and Saturday nights
starting the 11th of May.

Gunnery Instructor
Transferred from U
Chief Gunner's Mate Maron L.
Rose, NROTC ordinance and gunnery instructor here, has received
orders from Western Sea Frontier
to report for duty at the training
center in Pearl Harbor.
Chief Rose has been an instructor here for the past two years.
Prior to coming here he was stationed aboard the Destroyer USS
McCook at Pearl Harbor.
During the war, Rose served
aboard the USS William B. Preston, operating out of Manila and
the west coast of Australia.
Rose has been in the Navy 14
years and has been Chief .for
seven years. He attained the status of Chief in Australia in 1943
where he also married an Australian girl.
Chief Rose said he has enjoyed
his duties and the friendly people
here. "This is the f?,endliest state
I have ever been in, ' he stated.

Huffman Sets Up
Office in Dorm D
Shades of Taj Mahal! How
would any of you lads like to open
an office in Dorm D barracks?
Berl Huffman, Director of Ath·
letics did.
The new post, created last year,
has been without an official place
of business until yesterday. A tentative office space was found in
Dorm D and moved in.
It is a far cry from the days
in the stadium coaches office. Instead of that locker room· smell
and husky red-blooded football
players there is now the soft cooing of coeds about the place.
Aromas of Illicit, White Shoulde~·s, Cat Nip No. 3, and I'll Hate
Myself in the Morning are wafted
about the vicinity.
Huffman's office is not connected to the dorm other than being
in the same building. At first his
department was scbeduled for the
post office building, but, if you'll
pardon the expression, instead of
being in the vicinity of the mails
it is now in a female area.

In the student election vote .for
platforms and policies rather than
.factions.

Baumgartner,
Krakow Are Wed
Sarah "Gig" Krakow married
Dick Baumgartner Saturday eveping in Bernalillo. The couple plan
to live in Albuquerque until
•
graduation.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jackson attended the couple. Mrs. Jackson
was a roommate of the bride when
she attended Stevens College. Mrs.
Baumgartner is a member of .Pi
Beta Phi. Baumga~·tner is affiliated with Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

Lovelace to. Present
April 3 Deadline Is Set Award to Best Cadet
,An annual award to be given
to the outstanding junior year Air
On Publication Posts
Applications .for editor and
business manager positions on the
three campus publications are still
being accepted, Publications Board
Chairman Dr. Frank C. Hibben
said today.
Deadline for submission of application is April 3. The Board
will pick the people to head The
Daily Lobo, Mirage, and Thunderbird at its April 4 meeting.
Letters should be sent to Dr.
Hibben, campus mail.

Fencers to Meet
The Fencing club will meet
Monday at 3:30 p.m. in room 7
of the Gym, President Bob Fulton
announced. Plans .for a picnic
will be discussed.

Force ROTC cadet has been set
up by Dr. W. R. Lovelace II, Albuquerque physician and surgeon.
The award this year is to be a.
Benrus chronograph wrist watch.
The watch will be presented April
13 at the time of a formal review
of Air Force Cadets and Navy
midshipmen and of the federal inspection of the Air Force ROTC
unit.
Dr. Lovelace has done a great
deal of work .for the Air Force
and has done research on oxygen
masks, bail-out oxygen bottles, flying suits, and pilots' glaases.
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Probe to Be Aired
By Clint Smith
Coming up for air after a seven week investigation of complaints
by students about Varsity Village housing project, operated by the
University of New Mexico for veteran students and their families, this
reporter is prepared to release the results of his invstigation in a series
of three articles beginning today in The Daily Lobo.
There were two reasons for conducting this investigation.
One, to prove that administration at Varsity Village was irregular,
and that complaints made to us were legitimate,
OR,
Two, to be able to report, after a thorough investigation, that the
charges appeared unsupported by factual evidence.
Before delving into the series, we wish to issue a call for letters
offering any pertinent information not contained in this series which
pertains to Varsity Village or its administration.
We realize that our search only scratched about, ::tot collecting
ALL available data, but we do believe that we })ave enough information
to warrant presenting this series of articles, which will appear in Wednesday and Thursday's Daily Lobo.
The Daily Lobo has always been vitally interested in the welfare
of students, and readers can rest assured that we will investigate any
and all charges brought to its attention in a manner similar to the
investigation of this current .affair.
Any rooting process of this sort must, of course, follow definite
lines, if it is to present, in concise, factual form, the evidence uncovered,
in such a manner as to be readily understood, and made applicable to
the affair at hand.
Therefore, following the advice of the Red Queen in "Through the
Looking Glass", we "began at the beginning, continued until the end,
then stopped."
For the sake of both clal'ity and convenience, we have grouped
charges and/or points of investigation, into an eight-point inquiry, four
of which will be outlined for your interest in tomorrow's ·issue of the
Daily Lobo.
On Thursday, the remaining .four points will be presented to you
in factual form, with the overall conclusions from the entire series.
We have been more than glad to have trudged about the campus
these seven weeks gleaning material which we considr of vital interest
to you, and we feel certain that you will be able, from this series, to
know more about Varsity Village, its administration, its methods, and
its overall program of procedure.
Beginning tomorrow, then, the first .four points of our eight point
investigation of Varsity Village and its administration.

Call 5-2301
Open Sundays
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POPULAR DAGWOOD SANDWICH
ICE CREAM ZOMBIE OR SISSY ZOMBIE
DILLY CLUB SANDWICH
FANCY FRESH SALADS
BREAKFAST ALL DAY
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Placement Director
Attends NCA Meet

TOM 'N JERRY
COLOR CARTOON

"Texas Tom 11

vs

Dr. H. E. Fixley, director of
education placement bureau and
professor of the school administration, is in . Chicago to attend
meetings of the North Central
Association.
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MARCH 24 AND 25

"GYM
JAM"
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TRAVEL
TALK

"Colorful
Holland"
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General Adm. Ind. Tax
Adults $1.25

LATEST
Paramount
News

Russian Picture
The Film Society will present
a Russian movie, "Alexander
Nevski," in Rodey Theater Saturday night with showings scheduled at 7. and 9. Admission is by
season ticket or by paying at the
door.

No. 50

By Ed Glaser
For approximately 40 minutes, ·'
The Voting Faculty yesterday members of the faculty spoke
ignored a Student Senate resolu- sometimes vigorously, sometimes
tion, side-stepped a recommenda· sarcastically, and always opposed
tion by the college deans, and em- to any modification of· the· senior
phatically voted down waiving of examination rules.
senior finals.
One member said that examinaResult of the faculty action is tions are extremely 'Valuable from
that all graduating seniors will an educational point of view and
take final exams during the w.eek should not be sacrificed. The more
Lobo baseball players opened of May 22 to 27, the period that exams
·
the better, he said.
"their season with two wins over is closed week for the rest of the
Another
member
pointed
out
St. Michaels College of Santa Fe. University.
that accrediting agencies might
The first game ended in a scoring
The body didn't see fit to act interpret such a rule change as a
spree with the Hilltoppers rack- upon the Student Senate proposal drop
in standards, and still an.
ing up a 36-2 hitting spree. The at all. It read:
other inquired if Phi Beta Kappa
second· contest on Saturday was a
"Be it resolved ••• that all
approve of the proposed
bit closer but the fin.-.l ~>core was graduating seniors who are doing wo1;1ld
pohcy.
unique in that the Lobos won 29- satisfactory work at the 12 weeks
Although there . was a fair
28.
period may be excused .from final sprinkling of affirmative votes
Centerfielder Hank Jacobs took examinations at the discretion of cast for the proposal, no one
honors in the first game by get- the individual instructors."
spoke in its favor. One member
ting four for four, one of them a
Following a meeting of the col- told the group he thought A and
home run. Charley Tomljanovich lege deans with academic vice- B students wouldn't want finals
also clubbed out a four up and president France V. Scholes last waived, anyway.
.four hit game.
week, an alternate recommendaThe action yesterday wasn't the
St. Mike's was game but out- tion was made and submitted to
classed from the start. It was an the Voting Faculty simultaneous- first time students had failed in
off day for the Knights, with both ly with the student proposal. It attempts to have finals waived for
graduating seniors. Lobo files
the pitching and the fielding ef- read in part:
show a long and dismal history
forts being below par. Seven er"That a senior who has a B
rot•s were assessed against the average in a given course at the of the recurring proposal. At
visitors and poor judgment in the beginning of the last week of in- least twice-in 1938 and 1932outfield turned the game into a struction may be excused from was it killed by faculty action.
President Tom L. Popejoy prepoor show.
the final examination at the dis- sided over the group, which numCoach George "Stormy" Petrol cretion of the instructor."
bered about 125 present.
threw in the works during the
game, using 21 players.
Inning number six saw the LObos cross the plate 12 times on
six hits, five walks, and one error.
Saturday, both teams met again
and this contest wound up with
a three way battle-the Knights,
the Lobes, and the sandst(>rm.
by Betty Rebal
to introduce Jim Culberson, Benny
With the diamond facing east
A new species of thunderbird Tarver, Roberta Wigely and Alartd the wind l?~hind tbllm, team ..,
members we1·e· confused more than struts into the collection·of cover · "le·n·Buchanan, new cantpus writonce. Fly balls that seemed cer- designs with tomorrow's issue o.f ers. Also, .for the first time in
tain to drop behind the foul line the campus literary, "The Thun- T-Bird history, a one-act play by
Benny Tarver will be included.
sailed out into centerfield or else- derbird."
Editor Tom Sleeth first noticed
Eleeth said copies will be placed
where. Pitchers went through a
trying time trying to get the ball the new emblem in a program ad- in Hodgin Hall, the SUB, the Lias far as the plate let alone giv- vertisement of the Gallup Mer- brary, The Inter-American Afing it any fancy delivery. Um- chants Bank at the Inter-Tribal fairs browsing room, Rodey Hall,
the Music building, the Art buildpires had trouble keeping their Indian Ceremonial.
After correspondence, Sleeth ing, and the campus Dining Hall.
eyes open as did everyone else.
Plans are now being completed
obtained permission to use it, later
Doubles were blown into home assigning
art student Fred Wong
runs, and a usual single some- to
for the final issue of the T-Bird, .
the task o.f duplicating it.
times went for a triple. Fans
In
addition
to
the
new
cover
to be put out in May. Students inturned up for a little while, but
symbol,
to
be
printed
in
dark
terested in submitting manumost people assumed that the
game would have been called off. brown on beige paper, tomorrow's scripts should do so before the
For showing up, each of the edition of the T-Bird boasts of an April15 deadline. All work should
squads deserved a Legion of additional12 pages over the usual be sent .to Box 42, Campus Mail,
32.
or brought to the T-Bird office in
Merit.
The extra space provides room Journalism 207~
Chuck Hill bashed the ball several miles with two men on base
to give the Cherry and Silver the
decision in the last of the ninth.
It is rumored that a reward will
be offered for the third base sack
that was reported as a "Flying
Saucer" as it went over Las Cruces.

Season With 2 Wins
OverSt. Mike's Tearn

New Size,· New Bird •••

New T-Bird Different, Says Editor

LATEST
Paramount
News

'

The early history of New Mexico merchant Charles Ilfeld is a
saga of Indian raids, mule trains,
ox-wagons and horse-drawn stage
coaches-basic parts of commercial development in the South- •
west.
William J. Parish of the College of Business Administration
received his Doctor of Commercial
Science degree from Harvard
University on March 13 for a dissertation based on early commerce
Ilfeld is the central figure.
in the southwest, in which Charles
Parish's work represents the
first serious study of New Mexico
merchants as integral parts of
world business history. The paper
covers the period 1865 to 1884.
In 1867, Ilfeld and Adolph
ing, bustling town of Las Vegas
Lecher deserted Taos for the
thriving, bustling town of Las
Vegas. One ntonth later, Ilfeld became a :full partner with Lecher.
By 1874, he had purchased Lech'er's interest in the firm for $36,000.
Described by Dr. Parish as a
"sedentary" merchant (the type
who sits down and uses his executive ability to keep subordinates
on the road) Ilfeld then made sure
his wagon trains got through on
schedule.

He contended with snowy winters, a serious epidemic of "epizootic" (1873's horse influenza)
and the famous 1877 scourge of
smallpox that downed many of the
settlers. ·
In a short time, Ilfeld had de•
veloped a lucrative business deliv~
ering beans to .Fort Defiance, corn
to Fort Wingate, lumber to Fort
Union, railroad ties to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and
oats to Fort Craig.
The trade map of his concern
stretched all over the Territory
with Ilfeld well informed concerning the reliability of his scattered
merchant debtors.
•
One of the latter was Pat Garrett, widely-known sheriff who
killed. Billy the Kid, Garrett repaid his debt with a shipment of
71000 pounds of beans on one occasion in the record.
Ilfeld early decided to make
New Mexico his permanent home,
persuading Miss Adele Nordhaus
to leave Germany in 1874 and become his wife. She shuddered the
rest of her life at the sight of
tl1ree desperadoes strung tip to a
windmill tower in the Las Vegas
Pla<~a.

The Ilfeld Company continued.
to grow from this early beginning
to its present expansive coverage
of the state, with stores at Al-
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Plauche, Martindale USP Picks Election
Join Baca in Race Candidates Tonight

Study Tells E:arly Merchant's Woes

KIMO
- - • The Buccaneer men
thought they were tough
• - • until they met up with
Buccaneer Yvonne de Carlo!

WICHITA
KANSAS

• • •

Varsity Village

Kool Cools Cox

{U. of N. M. 'and Mil ita

a-cuity
Decides
LOBO
Exams
as·
Usual
Lobos Open Baseball

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, March 28, 1950

AFTER ' SEVEN WEEKS INVESTIGATION

CHISHOLM'S

ALBUOUEROUE

r
NEW

1 ? HAVE YOU TRIED

.Roland Kool, Sigma Chi, is
pinned to Helen Cox, senior at
Albuquerque High School.

•

comm()n to home econom:i~~
ers in New Mexico.
·

Home economics teachers from
all New Mexico colleges will meet
at Sara Reynolds Hall tomorrow
.from 9 a. m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 12 noon.
The meetings will be concerned
with cul'l'icula in the colleges of
New Mexico. Miss Mal'Y Gillespie,
state supervisol' of home economics education, will be in charge
of the meeting.
This group 'meets once every
two yeal'S to discuss problems

POP EYE
CAt.\.TOON

LOBO

I

Horne Economics Profs
Meet Here Tomorrow

ALBUQUERQUE
ICE ARENA
We Serve a Variety
of Sandwiches for
Qui':k Lunches "

.,

Friday, Mare,

Herbert Goldman, former art
student here has just completed
work on unusual statuary for St.
Francis Xavier Catholic church,
820 S. Broadway.
. The work consists of five life•
size figUl•es, carved from Honduras mal10gany. Pine is customarily
used for this type of statuary,
with the' figures later being painted and gilded to add lustre.
Goldman, to keep the simplicity
of the Jl,lissional'Y type church, did
not paint or gild his figures.
He started work in July, 1949·
and completed it this month. Usually, statues are ordered through
standardized catalogues.
Goldman, 3601 Lomba~·di Road,
had an exhibit on modern type
work held at Contemporary House
Gallery in Dallas last May. He
also exhibited at the annual exhibit of the Art Museum of San
Francisco this year.

2400 E. Central

I

PLATE LUNCHES

Former Art Student
Completes Project

ICE

Journal•s Bentley Goes
To Arkansas Paper Post
A couple of phone calls tells us
that Wilbur . Bentley, Journal
sports •editor, is off to Arkansas.
Mister "B" will gather up his
Angle Shots and head for Little
Rock, .for a position on the Arkansas Gazette. John D. Kailer will
take over sportswriting chores for
the Journal the middle of next
week.
We of the Daily Lobo want to
wish 'Wilbur a lot of luck while
in the depths of Arkansas.

'l'he University Press an. nounces that on• April 15 it will
release its newest publication, the
Kenneth Adams Portfolio of Lithograph§.
Actin&"' Press directof E. B.
Mann said Professor Adams is
an acknowledged master in his
portrayal of · the Southwestern
scene and would be the natural
selection to inaugurate the New
Mexico a~·tists series for the press.
Mann stated the next series artist would be :Peter Hurd whose
~·epre'sentative works will be reproduced in color.
The Adams lithographs are representative o:( the arti~>t's paintings which hang in the Whitney
and Philadelphia Museums, Library of Congress, Dallas Museum and in other important gallel'ies.

.

buquerque, Raton, Farmington,
Las. Vegas, Magdalena, Pastura,
Santa Fe, Mountainair, Corona,
and Gallup. Yet another branch is
located at Durango, Colo.
Parish hopes to bring his study
through a later date with the aid
of a $3,00!) grant from the Business Historical Foundation• of
New York.

J. Kearns Plauche, special student, and George Martindale, former graduate student here, have
announced their candidacy for the
city commission. with Leo Baca,
long-time Albuquerque politician.
Baca, Martindale, and Plauche
will support annexation slowdown, no tax increase, the present
manager form of government, and
will be independent of big business and politics, their platform
says.
Plauche has denied suggestions
by a local newspaper that Baca
.is, in. reality, a Clyde T.ingley candidate and will .get the .former
mayor's support. He also denies
reports . that their ticket was
formed. to split the votes ·of Independent Progressive candidates,
Elmer Zemke, Don Wilson, and
Carl Feak, who are said to have
the support of organized labor
and small business.

Fenley to Present
Recital Tonight
George :Fenley, violin pupil of
Kurt Freder·ick1 will be presented
in a recital tomght at 8:30 in the
music building. George Robert
will be accompanist.
. Fenley will play the Concerto
No. 4 in D major by Mozart; ·Chaconne from Partita No. 2 in D
miuor by Bach: and Concerto in
D minor by Sibelius.

The line-up .for the student body
elections should be nearly completed by tonight, as the United
Students Party meets to nominate its candidates for the May
race.
The USP nominating conven~ion will be held in YI-8 at 7 p.m.
1t was announced.
Last weelt, the Campus Party
the other major political unit oJ
the campus selected its choices.
USP chairman Bill Fields said
that everyone may attend the
meeting tonight, and a 25 cent
membership will entitle the person to noP~inate or vote.
While . USP members were
scouting the ranks for potential·
candidates the CP was concerned
over the eligibility of at least one
of its candidates. Molly Mullane,
named number two on the sertior
slat.e, may not be. eligible, party
chamnan Jack G1llson told the
Daily Lobo.·

·Officials Hope to Move
Kirtlanders This Week
It's the same old story;....the
men's dormitory is still not ready
for Qccupansy.
The administration, which had
hoped to initiate the mass migration from Kirtland Field the beginning of this . week, is getting
more cautious in predicting dates
now.
"We hope to start moving In beiore the week is over," an administrative official said.
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··CONCERNING • • •
FINALS FOR SENIORS. Student government received a
not too tactful slap in the face from the Voting Faculty yesterday, as a Senate resolution concerning waiving of sen~or
finals didn't even come to a vote. Of course, it would have
been overwhelmingly defeated as other faculty action indicated, but it did deserve the courtesy of a vote.
We are not necessarily defending the feasibility or advisability of waiving senior finals, but the faculty should at
least recognize the e:x:istence of student government. We
can't help wondering if the Voting F~ulty didn't show a lack
of confidence in its individual members by not leaving the
question up to individual discretion.
VARSITY VILLAGE INVESTIGATION. A newspaper is
very sensitive to the old-fashioned custom of "griping", and
also very annoyed with those who don't try to do anything
about it. For a long time we had heard complaints about the
administration of Varsity Village, University housing project for married students. We put one of our best staffers on
an investigation of the complaints, and we found, among
other things, that the loudest gripers gen~rally had the least
to gripe about. Finally, we could resolve the complaints into
· ;::eight. major· ones.: TomQrrow and Thursday we will publish
the results of seven weeks of intensive investigating. In our
opinion, reporter Clint Smith has done one of the best jobs
of fact-finding on a tough story that we have come across
in four years of college newspapering.
WIND, DUST, AND EIGHT WEEKS EXAMS. We have
not checked with the weatherman, but we're willing to wager
that the weather will be fair, warm, and very appealing to
shut-ins this week. Why? It is eight-week e:x:am period, of
course, and the weather always pulls a dirty trick like that
when afternoons must be spent in the library rather than on
the lawn. This nasty weekend just past was another manifestation of the same vicious conspiracy against college youth.
The last weekend before exams, and picnics and beer-busts
were ruled out by the flying sod. Good luck on those exams!

* • *
'f·

The Daily Worker, Communist newspaper, through its
editor, John Gates, has appealed to its readers for contributions to cover a $175;000 deficit. Just completely in the red,
huh Gates!

u·L

To Talk· of Many, Things
.

Let Him Who Is Pure

...

Joseph McCarthy started his
political career as a New Deal
Democrat. He became a Republican when the Democrats lost in
his county. In 1939 he was elected,
a State Circuit Judge on the
G.O.P. 'ticket. He p;resided over a
case of a dairy combine. He was
reprimanded by the Wisconsin Supreme Court :for his a1·bit:rary and
arrogant action in suppressing
evidence and in :falsifying the
court record.
Twice Joseph McCarthy was
exposed for income tax evasion.
During the war he joined the Marines. A sign outside his tent on
Bougainville read "McCarthy for
U.S. Senator." In 1946 Mr. Joseph
McCarthy was elected to the

United States Senate from Wisconsin on the Republican ticket.
During his campaign for the Senate he refused to resign from the
bench sujecting those who opposed him to the. danger of retali- ·
ation from his court, if he should
lose,
Again the Supreme Court of
Wisconsin rebuked him, ruling
that his action "was in violation
of the terms of the Constitution
and laws of the State of Wisconsin"; that he "violated his oath
as a circuit judge 11nd as an attorney at Jaw'' and that he was
"guilty of infraction of the moral
code."
On July 26, 1949, Republican
Senator McCarthy from Wisconsin said on the floor of the United
States Senate: " •• , the principle

LETTERIP
Dear Editor:
No material or wo:rdly affairs
will be discussed in this letter, no
sir; this epistle comes to announce
the formation of a new religion,
a new savior, a new means to
cure the ills of the earth. Unnoticed and unheralded a branch of
these "redeemers" has been established upon our own noble campus. They bide their time plotting,
planning, and waiting till the
sheep of the world become afraid,
tired, and depressed over the deplorable and dismal descent of our
planet into the depths of despair.
When the "inheriters of the
earth" know not which way to
turn, grasping at every straw .of
hope; the homo-saps caught in a
maelstrom of war, fear, bureaucracy, and communism where will
they·turn?
Out of the glittering forest of
night comes our warrior resplendent in his shining armor. Forward charges our champion, and
he lifts high above his halo'd head
the banner of "the,.only solution.''
The whole universe flocks to the
new hero. We bow down before the
new "Holy Grail" of deliverance,
and on everyone's ecstasy laden
lips comes forth in a rising Wagnerian crescendo the exhalting,
heart yearning music, "World
Federation".
I can see it now. The new religion spreads rapidly from its
beginnings after the second great
war. New parishes are formed.
Soon several nations band together to begin the federation. A
diocese is formed in each enlightened province. Through the cold
war, the Chinese war, and the
Asiatic War of 1951-52 the move·
ment grows. By 1960 every important nation in the world with
the exception of Russia has joined
the great ''World Federation". In
1964 the Soviet Union and her
sattelites decide to ameliorate
with the "Earth State'' after mysterious internal disorders. Bravo!

•

•

•

of the dignity of man and our
standards of justice ~nd right"
were endangered. He accused the
United States Army of ''failing
completely to protect the rights of
the innocent" and charged that a
senate investigation committee
dishonestly "refused to recognize
• . . that accused men are not
guilty until proven so."
Mr. McCarthy was defending
the .Nazi S. S. Storm Troopers
who were legally convicted of
shooting to death unarmed American prisoners of war dur~ng the
Battle of the Bulge, at the town
of Malmedy. Some seventy four
of the black~shirted S. S. men
from the First S. S. Panzer Divi- .
sion were convicted of killing unarmed American prisoners of war
and Belgian civilians.

Voice of the Students

The World is united under one
government: Nothing to fear.
Utopia dead ahead I
It is the year 1980 A.D. The
World Parliament is in session.
There are no World Wars now,
only "civil wars".
The agents of the Earth State
are in every country looking for
bombs. (There is no F.B.I., Gestapo, or M.V.D., just the W.A.D.
P.S. (World Anti-Disturbance
Protective Society).) Each nation
wrangles with the next. With 60
wrangling. The people are sick of
their "do-nothing" 1980th World
Parliament. Suddenly steps into
the limelight, Marshal Idiotowsky
who crushed the "Ruritanian Revolt.
"He promises the people of the
world action if he takes over. So
out on the balcony he steps. The
crowd is shouting il duce I il duce I
He looks at a spot far on the
horizon. He slowly places his arm
out to signify quiet. The crowd's
voices descend to inaudible whispers. He speaks in a loud gruff
military voice. He promises lebensraum, a return to the glories
of the 1940's. And to culminate his
splendid oration he cries out, "Today the Earth, tomorrow the Universe.'' The mob thunders applause. No one speaks against
him. None can! The whole world
is his!
Certainly through most of
man's history tyrants have been
supreme, but somewhere, somehow, man has kept the flame of
human knowledge, kindness, and
respect alive. From Greece and
Rome the flame traveled often by
tortuous routes, but it kept climbing. Maybe in this town or that
village, but still men had some
hope. But what can you do when
the whole world is under one tyranny? There is no escape. Remember that this World Government
holds all military power and if
once, only once a dictator takes
control, finis, kaput, all is lost.
Can we jeopardize the achievements and efforts of thousands of

By AL CAPP

ABNER

by L. B. WALLERSTEIN

years of human endeavor for a
dream? Can we risk it?
I have exaggerated, and I apologize, but with a world hardly
democratic in makeup; is it not
possible, if not probable that
World Federation may become
World Tyranny?
,
I, for one, af glad that there
are people genuinely interested in
a solution for our problems as are
the World Federalists, but I ask
that we try to think of all the
angles, for if once a decision is
made, it may be impossible to
change what we have done.
John T. Blackmore

NEWS FRO(IJ OTHER CAMfUSES
Amon G. Carter, Fort Worth,
Tex., newspaperman, has presented a heroic sized statue of
Will Rogers and his horse, "Soapsuds," to Texas Tech at Lubbock.
Well, UNM has a heroic sized
lobo.

• • *

Alpha Phi Omega at the U. of
' North Carolina is sponsoring a
contest (a penny a vote) for a
North Carolina co-ed to be chosen
cover girl for Collier's Magazine.
Evidently Collier's has agreed to
take any gal who gets the moat
pennies.

* • *
A woman professor at

Arizona
State, Flagstaff, told students
there that in her opinion they are
more courteous, cooperative, and
friendly than those rude students
in the hustly-bustly old Middle
West.

• • at BrigThe student• newspaper
ham Young U., Provo, Utah,
claims that if one person was unfortunate enough to back into a
light socket (or otherwise incur
electrocution) in their crowded
gym, the shock might quite naturally be conducted through the entire group of elbow-to-elbow spectators.
,
About the only way to remedy
the situation, the paper says, is
to have at least one person wear a
rubber raincoat and galoshes to
insulate at least one survivor who
could relay the final score to the
crowd waiting outside.

University Program
TODAY: Claub de Anza, 7 p.m.
In, SUB basem.ent; Delta Sigma
P1, 7 : 30 p.m. m Chapter Room,
Clar~ Hall basem~nt. Pledge
meetmg, 7:30 p.m. m Room 4,
. Bldg. Y-1; Lobo Christian Fellowship . Bible discussionJ. 7 : 30
p.m. in SUB chapel; Phi uamma
Nu, 7:30 p.m. in SUB south
lounge; Press club and Sigma
Delta Chi, '7:30 p.m. in Journalism newsroom; UNM Philosophy
Club1 8 p.m. in SUB north lounge;
Hitcn and Switch Club square
dance, 8 : 30 p.m. in Gym.
.
TOMORROW: Johnson Gallery
showing works of OLAV! SIHVONEN, 3:30 to 5:30p.m. at 1909
Las Lomas; Panhellenic Council,
4 p.m. at the Kappa Kappa Gamma h~use; Khatali meeting, 5
p.m. m SUB north lounge;
N'ROTC Wardroom Society meeting, 7 p.m. in Science Lecture
Hall.;, UNM Forensic SocietyJ 7
p.m. m. Room 16 bldg, B•L; uni·
versity Band' Concert, 8 . p.m. in
SUB, ballroom, :free, open. to all
students.,
.

I

I'

l

.

New Mexico Lobo Society

a 2-5523
ELAINE JACKSON, Edi~or
.ie•-------------.J

Spring Concert
Will Be Tomorrow

Chi 0 Initiation
And Dinner Held

will

The University band
present its spring concert tomorrow
\night at 8 in the student union
building, Prof. William M. Kunkel, director, has announced, ·
Numbers on the program include: Second Suite for Military
Band in F. Major by Holst; Fugue
No. IV from the Well-Tempered
Clavier, Bach; Selection La Boutique Fantastique, Rossini-Respighi; Scherzo from the Symphony in B Flat, Fauch!)t; El Relicario, Padilla; Oberom-Over·
ture, von Weber; The Little
Brown Jug Goes to Town,
Bergeim; Thunder and Blazes
March, Fucik; and Indiana State
Band March, Farrar.
Members of the band with their
instruments are: Rea Alsup and
Rosemary Stockton, flutes; Carolyn Darden, oboe; Anita Sandoval, bassoon; Don Sprengeler,
Daniel Westreich, Richard Atwater, David udd, Alice Wood, Patsy
Briggs, Antonio Archuleta, Jane
Ann Marshall, KaY Froman, Alice
Ridings, Betty Standafer, and
Wayne Vanderford, clarinets.
Richard Dement, bass clarinet;
James Garitson, Charlene Verbeck, Charles Ford, Alice Hatch,
and Prudy · E. Durand, saxes;
James Whitlow, Jack Sprengeler,
Neil Wilson, Gerald Westreich,
Marvin Hunt, William Letcher,
Louise Pulley, and Bernardo Carbajal, trumpet;
, Alan McKenow, Seldon Porter,
Betty Green and Ralph Johnson,
horns; Joyce Johnson, Wallace
Dillard and Aaron Wolgin, baritones; Martin Baum, Bill Branson and Bill Richardson, basses;
James Howard Brenner, Bob
Cooper, William Boan and Mellen
C. Peirce, p e r c u s s i o n ; Jack
O'Hara, Leek Jones, Lionel Linder, Bryce Lane, Fred Fallis, and
Wick R. Miller, trombones.
The concert is open to the public without charge, Mr. Kunkel
said.

Formal initiation was held fer
17 women at the Chi Omega chapter house, 1905 E. Roma, Sunday
· &fter'noon,
Molly Mullane was the model
initiate and was presented by the
chapter with a Chi Omega plaque.
Those initiated were: Eun5ce
Mobley, ,Alamogordo; Frances
Ruth Stewart, Ontario, Canada;
Mary Margaret Mitchell, and
Sharon McBride, Raton; Moira
Burk, Ute Park; Miss Mullane,
Silver City; Marilyn Wa.tkins,
Jacksonville, Fla.; Barbara Bittel,
Houston, Tex. ; Ma1·y Louise Ries,
Detroit, Mich.; Annell DeGrassi,
A m a r i 11 o , Tex.; Jennie Lee
Cherry, Chihuahua, Mex.; Patricia Ann Highleyman, Los Alamos;
Alice Hatcher, Durango, Colo.;
and Mary Lou Leggette, Nadyne
Nave, Vana Louise Lanham, and
Betty Lou Craig, Albuquerque ..
After the initiation Sunday dinner was served at the house.
Alumnae attending the initiation were: Mrs. J. B. Mitchell, Raton; and Mrs. R. E. Leggette and
Mrs. James Ritchie, Albuquerque.

Home Ec Group Goes
To Phoenix for Meet
A meeting of college Home Economics clubs will be held in Phoenix, Ariz:., March 31 and April 1
to discuss Careers and Home Economics.
All groups in province 11, which
includes New Mexico, Texas and
Arizona, will be represented.
Miss Esther Knight, in charge
of the UNM club, will drive to
Phoenix with Alice Creecy, Joey
Jenkins, Betty Weir, Bettie Lou
Kearns and Ruth Hoesly.
Miss Julia Jacoby, director of
the nursing school, will fly there
and return with the rest of the
group.
Mrs. Martha E. Fees, actin?,"
Province ,Advisor, will be in
charge of the two day meeting.

Philosophical Society
Meets in SUB Tonight
"To be or not to be" will be the
topic of discussion at the Philosophical society meeting tonight
at 8 in the SUB north lounge.
Jack Newcomer will read a
paper on Bergson's creative evolution, and Pete Snyder will then
present the views of Bergson's
most powerful opponent, Bertrant
Russell. A panel discussion will
follow.

Here for
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Students Also Break Into Movies
For some students, coming to
UNM means not only an education but a chance to break into
the movies.
A motion picture, filmed in
kodachrome and featuring students here, has just been completed. It is 8 mm.
The film is entitled "So ·Yot~;
Want to Make a Record,'' antl it
depicts the complete process of
making records for either home
or . broadcasting purposes, with
explanations and close-ups of all
component J>arts of the recording
equipment. It was made in the
speech laboratory.
No one is credited with starring
honors, but the film was made by
Claude Hempen, of the speech department, and John Hopperton,
graduate student in the College of
Education. Hopperton was the
photographer. Hempen was the
director and also made the sound
track.
The sound tJ.'ack is not on the
film. It is on a separate record
that has been synchronized with
the film.
The musical montage background of the film is from the
score of the Selznick picture,
"Since· You Went Away" and is
played by the Selznick Orchestra.
It was adapted and dubbed by
Hempen.
The film has a screening time
of eight mi.mtes but it took more
than ten hours to make.

Cowgirls Wanted
There will be three girls
events at the University :rodeo to
be held May 11~13. The cloverleaf
barrel race and goat tying contest
will be n""en for intercollegiate
competition, but the rescue race
will be for coeds only. All girls interested in competing in any of
these events please attend the
Boots and Saddle Club meeting
Wednesday, March 29, in YI-5. at
'1 :30 p.m. or contact B;J.rbara Bigbee at the Alpha Chi Omega.
house -. phone 2-0052.

GRUEN

VERI·THIN ·.

Tilt PRECISION WATC}{ .

the College of Business Administration,
will attend two conferences in
A11ril. She is scheduled to serve on
the panel April 3, in San Jose,
California, at the meeting of the
American Business Letter Writing Association for the west coast
region which includes Oregon,
California, Washington, and Arizona. On April 21-22, Mrs. Reva
will be in charge of the business
letter writing session for Highlands' University day at Las Vegas.

Our new CREDIT PLAN
make11 it easy for you to
select · your watch for aa
little - - - as 10% down .. Open an
account today.

Judd-Weit~
, Jewelr'l Co.
402 W. Central
Phone 9832

Summer Courses

University of Madrid
Study and Travel

A rare opportunity to enjoy memorable experiences in
learning and living! For students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, historical Spain. Courses include
Spanish language, art and
culture, Interesting recreational program included.
For deroils, write now to
SP ANISII STUDENT
TOURS
500 Fifth Ave.,
New York 18, N.Y.

Where the College
Student
Is Most Welcome
.,

HONEYDEW

Drive-In
5500 East Central

LT. BLUE DENIM

e HAMBURGER SUPREME
e SPECIAL STEAK SANDWICH
e CHEESEBURGER DeLUXE

SLACKS

Open 6 A. M. -1 A.M.

.EASTER GIFTS SUGGESTIONS
WE HAVE

A COMPLETE STOCK OF

• BOX CHOCOLATES
• PERFUMES
• COLOGNES
··.·EASTER CARDS
·We are always glad to
gift wrap for mailing

SASSER DRUG
uwe

SERVE THE

HILL~''

2120 EAST CENTRAL AVE., ALBUQUERQUE,N.MEX
PHONE 4447

CURB SERVICE
•

T•eaclar, Mareh 28, 11150

Education? •..

$4.50
wherever you live ••

Tailored like
wool slacks

,I

Pleated
Waistbands
Set -in Pockets
Sanforized

·~~ q lho,t hoPhome.forGQ~>te?
/;'1 PIOJfEER

4.50

This Easter- 111 hotne on Pioneer. You'll
have a fast. comfortable, conveniently timed
. lllght •• and a lot more ti~e to spend with
the folks. The low cost of P1oneer travel
:1\'ill be a pleasant surprise to you, cool

SPIND liSS TIMI GEniNC THill •• MOlE TIME !!!!!!! THill

IDEAL FOR
SCHOOL. WEAR
fred MACKEY'S.

•An your Pioneer agenr for complcre· Inform••
~ tion and reservations •
or call vour travel agenr

Phone
. . .

.·

PIONEER 74r:t,.fl11H61-

'•

left: · >;: ·..
malchlng cardigan and pullover lee shirt In fined
combed cotton. Comblnotion& af red, brown or groy. Small, medium or
large.

ceniert "CARMEN'' bewitching midrllf In cain dat print Ieney. White
with blue or red. Small, medium or large.

1.50

righh "JEI-NIE" doublet 01 o bloute or tee thirt becaute of Its fine
combed colton texture. Gray, maize or blue predominant. Small, mediu111
or large.

2.50

LEE JOY· SHOP
Opposite the University Press Bldg.
Phone 2·2616
2128 ·E. Central

.209 W.;.Central

I
'

'
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lobo Trackmen Meet
Tempe Tomorrow

IN THE LOBO LAIR
By Broolts Currey
Now that golf, spring football,
tennis, and track are well on their
way here, we can sca.n the horizons for news of na.tional interest in the sporting world,
Joe Louis, the Brown B-29, ha!!
announced that he is through with
competitive boxing in the ring.
Joe has signed a contract with
.Dailey Brothers circus that will
take him on a tour of Canada.
Starting on May 4, Joe will spen.d
the next 94 days with the threeringer at a minimum of $1000 per
day, Between now and the above
date, Louis will put on an exhibition stint in South America.
Paul Pettit, $1,000,000 rookie,
made his debut in a game at New
Orleans Saturday, :Pitching three
innings in an exhibition game, the
young Californian had trouble
more than once. Pettit allowed one
run, four hits, and struck out two
!men before the smoke cleared. A
double play with the buses loaded
. prevented a larger catastrophe.
His amateur record is 63 wins
and 13 losses.
Paul Arizim, Villanova, and
Don Rehfeldt, Wisconsin, have
signed up on· the College All-Star
basketball team that will play the
Harlem Globetrotters. The game
is being billed as the World Series
of basketball and will get underway in Chicago on April 2. To
date four college players have
been signed for the tilt with Kevin
O'Shea, Notre Dame, and Bill
Erikson, Illinois, are the earlier

Warner Lengthens
Stay fo Next Week
Illustrious Glenn "Pop" Warner
will stick around the old homestead for another week. At first
the famed mentor was scheduled
:for a one week stay, but has decided to lengthen his visit.
This week's sessions will be devoted to the aerial part of the
game, with Warner reaching into
his bag of double wing tricks.
At the same time Coach Dud
DeGroot announced a squad cut,
the second of the training period.
The original applicants numbered
108, but The Birdman will knife
this down to the vicimty of 50
or more..
DeGroot may shift some of the
returning lettermen to new positions this week. He said at the
start of the season that "l am
going to find the eleven best men
on the squad and then assign
them to positions on the team."
A noticeable change in fundamentals is noted in the overall
picture. Players are blocking and
tackling with precision and are
beginning to move into the "set"
position .as one man.

Today Begins USCF
Holy Week Programs
The United Students Christian
Fellowship will feature a special
series of noonday programs this
week in preparation for the Easter Holy Week. Today the Rev.
Peter La Barre will speak at the
regular 12: 30 meeting in the
SUB chapel 'room.
' Tomorrow's meeting 'Will fea.ture a viola recitation by Gracia
Smith followed by a reading. Programs for the rest of the week
jnclude: Thursday, a 1'Musical
Mediation" with George Diggs at
the piano; Friday1 Bambridge
Bunting, head of the art department with an illustrated lecture
on 11 Religious Art and the Crucifixion.''

'

'

selections. The Globetrotters, a.ll.
all-Negro team, hve ra.Qked up
over a hundred wins this seas()n.
Coach · Roy Johnson will send
11 SElammin' " Sam Snead won
the Greensboro Open Golf Tourna- · his underdog Lobo trackmen
ment in North Carolina; yester- against Tempe tomorrow. Tempe
day. Snead got off to a good. start is a se11soned squad and the forecast looks little other than dark
in the pill pounding, shooting par for
the home folks. ·
golf from the opening round,
Hill
topper hopes rest in the 440~
Mrs. Pat Canning Todd, of La
yard
dash
and the long distance
Jolla, Calif., won the woman's events. Returnee
Clarence Watson
singles title at Alexandria. by debear
the
b~·unt
of the attack
will
feating Gertrude "Gussie" Moran in these events,
.
1-6, 6-3, and 6-0. ·.
Tempe took fqur first place ribA track meet in Tokyo saw Gil
Dodds, aging miler, pull out a win bons against U.S.C., national
in the 800 meter event. Fifteen champs, in a practice meet held
Japanese milers were entered in at Arizona. Jack Campbell of the
the event. The American indoor Tempe squad made off with a first
record holder lagged in the middle in the century and a second in the
of the pack, but pulled away eas- 220-yard dash.
S1d Kiwit, another Lobo letterily in the final stretch. No time
man, is the "white hope" in the
was listed.
Don McNeill won the National field events.
Johnson says that the meeting
Indoor Tennis Title in New York
by downing Fred Kovaleski, Ham- should prove little less than a
tramck, Mich., 11-9, 4-6, 6-2, and workout for the Tempe Sunde'vils.
6-3. McNeill also won the title in
1938 and the outdoor honor in
1940. Nancy Chaffee, Ventura,
Calif., won the women's division
by defeating Althea Gibson of
New York, 6-0, 6-2.
Khatali will begin planning for
University of Southern California will add the single wing to the .selection of next ·year's memtheir repertoire in the coming bers at the regular Wednesday
football season. The Trojans have meeting of the senior men's honused the T-formation for the last orary, according to president Paul
Casabonne.
seven years.
New members will be tapped at
That about winds up the eligible
news in the athletic department the May 3 awards assembly. They
during the last week.
will be chosen on the basis of
scholastic and extra-curricular
achievements.
·
At the Wednesday meeting the
Khatali program for the rest of
the semester, including spring social events, will be discussed, Casabonne said.
'

.
Khata/i to Plan
For New Members

'

AlEE Will Select .
Best Student Paper

U Builds New Walk
Beside Reynolds

Electrical engineering student
papers will be presented W ednesday, March 29 at 7:30p.m. in the
Mechanical Engineering building,
room 2. The purpose of the meeting is to select the paper which
will represent the University in
the annual American Institute of
Electrical Engineers contest, to
be held April 3 and 4 at The University of Oklahoma.
The paper judged first place
will win for its author a $10 cash
award and a certificate from A.I.
E.E. The winner will also receive
an expense-paid trip to Norman,
Okla. There he will present his
paper in competition with students from 15 other schools in
Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma and 'New Mexico.
Final winner at Norman will be
awarded $25, plus a trip to Pasadena, Calif., to attend the national
meeting of the A.I.E.E. held June
12 through 16.
Judges at Wednesday's meeting
will be: Walter Dolde of The Public Service Company of New Mexico; Lyle C. Trussler of The American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.; and William 0. MacCord
from Sandia laboratories.

At long last it's going to be
possible to walk in front of Sara
Reynolds Hall without scaling the
high bank or walking in the
street.
Furthermore, it's going to be
possible to park one's auto on the
north side of Quivera without being trapped by a car door which
cannot swing open.
Earl Bowdich, superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds, said
that up to now pedestrians have
been obliged to take to the street
or climb to the top of the bank.
He did not add that most persons did not use the steps directly
in front of Sara Reynolds, but
have developed numerous footholds along the bauk, despite the
grass.
Bowdich said complaints from
students and faculty are responsible for the action and that the
new sidewalk should be completed
in about 10 days.

Ex-Students Get Wings

3-5671

Two former students received·
their diplomas and "wings of
gold" at Corpus Christi, Tex., on
March 17. They are Midshipman
Marvin S. Birdt, USN, and Ensign Troy E. Stone, USN.

FOR LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANING

TUesday, Mareh 28, 1950
·
·
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Water Shortage
Leaves Student
Tonsils Dusty

THE NEW MEXICO

Agnes Stone Awarded
Name Co.ntest Prize

A cash prize o:f $5 was awarded
by Jack Ermatinger
to Miss Agnes Stone, secretary in
Quick, Henry, the Rain Ma- the mechanical engineering dechine! was the cry heard on cam- partment, for naming the new·
pus Wednesday morning during a College of Engineering publica~
temporary water stoppage.
tion. The Mecca, Miss Stone sug~
Rumor had it that a flying disc gested in the contest, would be ·
had crashed into the University an appropriate name because the
reservoir during a routiue flight letters stand for mechanical, ·
to Farmington.
·
electrical, chemical, civil,. and arCooler heads claimed it was chitectural engineering, ·
.
merely a temporary halt in thE!
The
second
gest
title
submitted
water flow due to a construction was !!Engineers' Standpoint". ·
project. At any rate, a great
The Mecca will appear on the
thirst seized the students in Y-1.
campus
twice · each semester in
Long queues formed in front of mimeograph
form. Robert D. Stief
the water fountains, and everyone · is
editor.
saw for himself and herself that
no water was forthcoming. (PayNot even a bloop-bleep greeted
Be sure to vote in YOUR stuchology depa:.'tment please note.) dent elections May 1.
those in buildings dependent on
the University for their water
supply, when they turned on the
faucets. Since the stoppage lasted
roughly from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m.,
dinner dishes stood, dirty and disconsolate, for an hour after the
meal.
,Campus sensation seekers who
planned a Hopi Indian Rain dance
to mark the occasion were thwarted when the water played a return
engagement at 1 p.m.

DAILY
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4419 E. Central
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In the student election vote for
platforms and policies rather than.
factions.

WATTS
LAUNDRY
STUDENT'S BUNDLE
WASHING- SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING

Self-Service
ONE BLOCK UP YALE

2203 E. Silver

Flowers· For All Occasions
GARDENIAS
CAME LIAS
ORCHIDS
SPECIAL CARNATION
CORSAGES
$1.50 AND UP
For
Free and Immediate
Delivery

!

i I
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t·oorn.

The SUB cloakroom will be
open on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 10 to 12 a.m. and
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
from 10 to 3 p.m. through April

1.

e
e

E. Central

Opposite University

at the University

p'

LUNCH
DINNERS

2000

ite on-the-campus haunts of students

TAKE YOUR "SPECIAL" DATES TO THE

e :BREAKFAST

OF

LA

of Mississippi.

That's because the Rebel Grill is a
friendly place, always full of the
busy atmosphere of college life.
There is always plenty of ice•cold
Coca·Coln, too. For here, as in col·
lege gathering spots everywhereCoke belongs.
•

P LAC ITA

By Wright Van Deusen
More than 400 men will begin
to move into the newly completed
men's dormitory Monday, il( was
announced by Dr. Sherman Smith,
director of student affairs, late
yesterday.
Dr, Smith's announcement ends
many months of anxious waiting.
by men living in army barracks at
Kirtland field and others who
were xooming in town. It is hoped
that everyone will be in and settled by next Wednesday, Dr.
Smith said.
Everything in the new building
is completed and ready for use
with the exception of the dining
room. Dr. Smith said that it
should be seeing service within
the next two weeks. Meanwhile
the new dormit01'Y residents will
eat at the regular campus dining
hall.
Kirtland fielders will get first
preference in the big move, and
then others will take up residence
in order of their applications. Dr.
Smith said there are about 325
men from Kirtland making the
change.
'
No definite plans have been laid
concerning who will live where
with the exception that freshmen
will be housed on the ground floor.
Earl Bowdich, superintendent
of buildings and grounds, said his
department would be on hand during the three-day move with
trucks and manpower to help students transport their belongings
to their new home.
Housemother in the new dorm
will be ,Mrs. Maud Davis. Mrs.
Davis comes to UNM after many
years of service at the University

Independent students can pick
, up their free extra Mirage photo
and purchase their name-in-gold
cards this week at the SUB cloak-

700 N. Broadway

A sic for it ei~lter way • •• !Jotlt
trade-marks mean l!te same thing.
BOrnEO UNDER AUTiiOltnY OF THE COCA·COlA COMPANY IV

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

e 205 E. · MAilQOETTE AVE.
C 1949,

Tho Cocci-Cola Company

i '
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400 Make Move
To Dorm MondaY

Independents Get
Free Photos in SUB

SANITARY

CANDLE
LIGHT
ROOM

Wednesday~.

of Arizona as dean of housemothers.
Plans are now being made for
a formal open house in the new
structure. Tentative dates for this
were announced as May 6 and 7.
All students and the general public will be invited to inspect the
new building at that time.
Asked to express his opinion on
what the new dormitory will mean
to the campus as a whole, Student
Body President Bill Fields said,
"This is the finest thing that can
happen to this school. Great
strides should be made in student
government and school spirit as
a result.''
Costing in the neighborhood of
$1,500,000, the new building boasts
four stolies canying out UNM's
famous Pueblo Indian style of architecture. The vega ceilings with
their native carved wood, acoustically treated walls, five walled
courts, and 20 balconies promise
to give the men the best in living
conditions.
Besides a mammoth deep freeze
l'efrigerator for vegetables, poultry, and meat, the basement includes several storage rooms, a
students' laundry, trunk room,
furniture repair shop, housekeeper's office, and engineers' living
quarters.
The greater part of the fourth
floor is taken up by a spacious
game room where facilities will
be available for almost every type
of indoor amusement. Other features include three electl"ic elevators, a dumbwaiter, a service elevator from the kitchen to food
storage rooms, a walk-in kitchen
refrigerator, parlors, lounges, a
living room, and five study rooms.

Varsity Village Probe
Yields Query Answers

.

The Mirage has gone to press,
and it is expected to be out by
May 201 Fran Jones 1 editor, announced. Students without activity tickets can pay for a 1950
Mirage. this week at the SUB for
l':5 in advance. Names in gold cost
50 cents.
·
Selling of names in gold is part
o£ a fund-raising program . to
make up a $1.600 deficit in this
year's budget, .J?nes. said, ,
.
The fund-ra1smg campaign mcludes the award to Greek organizations of paste-up panels of their
pages for buying 10 names in
gold.
.
Organizations can buy Mirages
for their chapters, with the or•
gartization's name in gold, for
$5.50.
The extra pictures are availa·
ble to independent students and
not to organized students, because
only one of the two pictures taken
are being used in the Mirage. The
second pictures of the organized
students have . bel!n i used on the
chaptei' page.
·
•
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ate
Convention Names
Ticket in Dramatic
Three-Hour Session
By Ed Glaser
The incumbent United Students
Party nominated a slate of twelve
candidates last night at a meeting
charged with drama and intensity.
Fenton Kelley, student body entertainment chairman, headed the
ticket as presidential nominee.
Convention delegates sailed
through the senior slate without
much difficulty, but the meeting
almost split wide open as a fac- '
tional fight developed in choosing
the junior nominees.
Only a brilliant oratorical demand for unity from student body
president and party chairman Bill
Fields and a complete affirmation
of party loyalty from the apparant leader of one of the factions,
Leo Romero, kept the meeting in
order.
Behind Kelley on the USP senior slate were Jay Rosenbaum,
Leo Romero, and Fred Wong.
They will appear on the Hare ballot May 1, in that order. Bob Colgan and Tom Crespin were selected as alternates.
Bob Cox, former number one
contender for the presidency nod,
twice declined nominations for
senior ticket positions.
Gypsy JO Bennett headed the
junior ticket, with Jimmy Campos
and Bill Jones two and three respectively. Dicit Zeidman and
Harold Brock are alternates.
The trouble developed over the
junior choices when supporters of
• Campos threatened to walk out
after Miss Bennett received the
number one position on a recount
over-riding previous action which
gave Campos the nod.
At this point, Fields restored
order from pandemonium with his
unity plea. The 75 or so delegates
listened in dead silence to the
party leader's dramatic remarks.
Immedil\tely afterward, Romero
received a thunderous cheer from
the body when he, too, called for
a "united United Students Party."
Party harmony appeared to be
completely restored again, as
Jackie May and Shirley Williams
were named one and two on the
sophomore ticket in smooth order. Jack Goodman and Bob Sczier
were alternates •
Athletic council nominations
went to Jack Fillingham, Ann
Jackson, and Harold Brock. Frank
Chavez and Bob Colgan were alternates.
Before nominations b e g a n ,
chairman Fields told the assem•
bled delegates that they should
"seek to elect people who will
work hard to foster the development of student government.''
Keynoting the convention with
optimism, he 1·eminded the body
of the party slogan, "University
First'', and told them "we can
win, and if we work hard, we will
win."

By Clint Smith
As a result of a seven week investigation of Varsity Village and
its administration, prompted by the complaints of students we have
accumulated information, which 1 for the sake of convenience' we have
grouped into eigh.t,.points,,each of which is the. product of .at'least.one
complaint.
·
'o/E! have selected the first. four fo1· p1•esentation today, with the
remammg four to be vresented m Thursday's Daily Lobo.
For ,the sake of convenience, we have arranged them in the form
of questions, for which we have searched long artd diligently in an
endeavor to obtain the answer.
Here they are, then:
Point One
Does the Varsity Village overcharge students who are living
there, in comparison with rates at other schools?
We wrote to five Universities, in widely separated 'parts of the
country, trying to ascertain the answer to this one. Here are the
results:
. The University of Iowa-$35 per month for family-style living
umts
The University of Oklahoma-$37 per month for family units
The Un!vers!ty of Ca_lif<?rnia-$42 per month for family units
The Un~vers~ty of Illmois-$43 per month for family dwellings
The Umversity of Oregon-$39 per month for family apartments
Varsity Village charges from $38 to $43.50 per month for one
!In~ t~vo be~room apartments, w~ich includes utilities. This, apparently,
IS Inlme With other schools, and IS also, apparently, somewhat less than
comparable
apartments elsewhere in Albuquerque.
Students and residents of AlPoint Two
·
buquerque are invited to attend
Who lives in 'Varsity Village, and how did the~ get there?
the annual spring concert of
• There are at present 74 families liviJ!g at 'Varsity Village, of which
UNM's band this evening at 8 in 71 ai·e student veterans, about 69 of which have one or more children
The other three units are occupied by two veterans who are at present
the SUB. The concert is open to faculty
members of the University, and the other by a widow, who is
the public without charge .
also
on
the faculty.
The program has nine selecThey
secured admittance by application form, and many have lived
t;ons, chosen for their popular ap- there for years.
·
peal, and consisting of selections
Point
Three
ranging from novelty numbers to
Are the application files listed in such a manner as to render it
symphonic excerpts.
impossible
to make an equitable decision about who is to enter when
The symphonic portion of the a vacancy occurs?
·
program includes Bach's "Fugue
,
,Therl!
is
a
4efinite
srstem
employed
by
the
Housing
Project adNo. 4 from The Well-Tempered ministration, whtch permits them to be able to tell all necessary
Clavier," selections from "La and to be able. to take from the files all applicants which are to bedata
un~
Botique Farttasique" by Rossini- der con_sideration for the occupancy of the apartments.
·
Respighi, the Scherzo from FauPomt Four
chet's "Symphony in B-Flat," and
Are
unauthorized persons at present living at Varsity Village?
"Suite No. 2 for Military Band in
Original
quotas for 'Varsity Village gave a small number of apa1t~
F Major" by Holst.
ments
for
faculty
administrative employee use. At present
Latin-America is represented there are only threeand/or
apartments
which fall into this category, and 7i
by Padilla's "El Relicario.''
reserved
for
the
use
of
student
and their families. No unBergeim's "The . Little Brown authorized persons are at presentvetemns
living
at
'Varsity Village.
Jug Goes to Town" is a novelty
Tomorrow,
we
conclude
the
results
of
our
investigation with four
number.
points which are perhaps of even greater interest thart those presented
Two marches, Farrar's "Indi- today.
A sound-recognition test, using
We hope you will read carefully the entire series of articles
ana State Band March" and Fu- about the
general American English, has
Varsity Village.
cik's "Thunder and .Blazes March"
been devised by Fred M. Qhreist
and the operatic selection "Oberof the speech department. The
on Overture" by von Weber comtest
has been recorded, on private
Forensic Debaters
plete the program.
time and with private capital, on
The 50 piece band, conducted
vinylite LPrecords. The recording
Discuss 'Women'
by William M. Kunkel, is com·
was done at the. UNM speech lab01
''Women was the subject of a oratory.
posed of UNM students.
Did you ever wonder what the debate. between. Lois Lee Deighton
The test is still in an experiand R1chard Bittman Wednesday mental form but it will be given
average engineer was like?
The debate and an oration to students of different age
North Central Meeting
The averages below were com- night.
by Harold Brock were put on for groups .throughout the city and
Is Attended by Fixley puted fl'om statistics of the senior the University of New Mexico county schools to standardize it.
Dr. H, E. Fixley, director of the members of the College of Engi· Fo1·ensic Society at their last
The test. consists of nonsense
meeting.
Education Placement bureau, is rteering.
.
syllables composed o£ symbols
attending a meeting of the North
President Ralph Brutche said from I.P.A. (International PhoneAge _ ,-------------.. 25.5 yrs.
Centtal association in Chicago.
Weight-------------- 163 lhs. that due to the eight week exams, tics Alphabet) in grouns !lf three,
The association advises and acHeight ·-- ·-- ·-----·-- 5' 10 'h'' no meeting of. the Forensic So- two of which are similar. The stucredits new schools and maintains
Grade Point -----~------ 1.66 ciety will be held tonight. -The dent is asked to choose the sylla·
high standards of education in"
Manied ·-----------··--·· 0,51 next meeting will be after Easter b!e that is different. There are 102
Mlteges and secondary schools.
,,
No. Childt•en .......... ····- 0.30 vacation on April 12.
questions to the test.
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Be sure to vote in YOUR student elections May 1.
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In the student election vote for
platforms and polictes rather than
factions.
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